Quality by conviction
— Purchase and sale of industrial equipment
— Marketing service
— Disassembly and dismantling

www.amikon.de

About us
With Amikon GmbH we are specialised in the trade of
high-quality used industrial goods. We take over your excess
stock or components. We also purchase complete systems or
machines. If you need help with a liquidation or industrial exploitation, we are happy to assist you with the necessary experience and specialists. On request, we also ensure smooth disassembly and dismantling and a professional collection, with
the aim of disrupting your operations as little as possible. In
addition, we offer you marketing options.
You too can benefit from our complete everything-from-asingle-source service.

Worldwide purchasing
We are always interested in purchasing industrial equipment.
This might be surplus stock or complete stocks from warehouse
dissolution or individual components. It does not matter to us
whether you have only a small item to offer or a larger stock.
By purchasing, we are able to offer products that are no longer
available from the manufacturer. We have now managed to create
a large stock of end-of-life products that includes both new and
used components.
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Products
We buy industrial goods from many areas, as
you can see in the following overview. If you
want to sell industrial goods that are not listed
here, feel free to contact us.

Disassembly & dismantling
In cooperation with our partners, we take over Your big advantage with Amikon: When
complete disassembly as requested. Be it dismantling your systems, the competition
industrial plants, machines or production lines, usually only has the scrap value against
our team ensures a smooth process.

disassembly and disposal costs. But we pay far
more! All reusable components such as controls,

Our ultimate goal in disassembly is to disrupt motors, etc., we pay you at a fixed price. This not
your operations as little as possible so you only has the advantage for you that your costs
do not lose valuable time. If you wish a visit in are fixed in advance, but in the best case you
advance, we are happy to be there for you. For still get money for your old system. Thanks to
simple transport, we work together with our our experience and routine, a valuable machine
cooperation partners.
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room for new projects is soon available.
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About us as a dealer
Due to the constant interest in the purchase of equipment or parts you no longer

Measuring and testing technology

require at attractive prices, we achieve a supply of spare parts by reprocessing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

useful components. We offer a quick settlement and dispose of your scrap material
on request – free of charge.

Drive technology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Servo motors
Drives
PLC modules
Servo drives
Servo controllers
Axis drives
Spindle drives

8. Linear drives
9. Direct drives
10. Power converters
11. Actuators
12. Swivel drives
13. Frequency converters

Input & output modules
CPU / NCU
Automation assemblies
Touch Panel

6. Fused Deposition Modelling
		
(FDM)
7. Binder jetting
8. 3D screen printing
9. 3D scanner

5.
6.
7.
8.

Displays
Simatic
PLC modules & assemblies
Controls

Laboratory equipment
1. Laboratory & analytics
2. Spectroscopy
3. Chromatography

4. Life Science
5. Laboratory equipment

Bench drills
Punching
Upright drills
Lathes
Lathe benches
Grinding/polishing machines
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Rotation viscosimeter
Microwave measuring devices
Roughness measuring devices
Material testing devices

Drives
Grippers
Valves
Valve terminals

5.
6.
7.
8.

Sensors
Compressed air treatment
Accumulators
Control cylinders

Robots
4. Controls
5. Control cabinets
6. Switch cabinets

Vacuum technology
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vacuum pumps
Booster pumps
Rotary vane pumps
Scroll pumps

5.
6.
7.
8.

Oil diffusion pump
Fine vacuum pumps
Cryo-pumps
Vacuum sensors & accessories

Workshop accessories / tools
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hazardous materials cabinets
Extractions
Work benches
Compressed air vessels
Workshop furniture
Modular shelves
Manipulators

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Assembly tables
Acoustic tables
Industrial vacuums
Cleaning machines
Water coolers
Industrial coolers

Heating/air-conditioning cabinets

Machines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Industrial robots
2. Robots
3. Teach pendants

Industrial electronics / PLC
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Pneumatics / hydraulics

Industrial 3D printing
1. Selective laser internal/
selective laser smelting (SLS)
2. Electron beam melting
3. Stereolithography: 3D Systems
4. Digital Light Processing Modelling
5. Polyjet-Modelling: 3D Systems

Particle measuring devices
Flash point testing devices
Thermal imaging cameras
Oscilloscopes
Material testing devices

7. Guillotine shears
8. Break forming presses
9. Round bending machines
10. Milling
11. Pressing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Climate test cabinets
Temperature cabinets
Climate test benches
Climate chambers
Temperature chambers
Furnaces
Heat cabinets
Vacuum cabinets

9. Incubators & hatchers
10. Shock test chambers
11. Vibration test chambers
12. Halt/Hass chambers
13. Bench test cabinets
14. Dry cabinets
15. Corrosion chambers
16. Salt spray chambers
www.amikon.de

About sustainability /
environment & social commitment

Many customers consider disposing of their surplus and obsolete industrial goods when they no
longer have an internal use. We specialise in buying such goods, giving a variety of goods an opportunity at a second life. The advantage is that this is more environmentally friendly & sustainable than the disposal of some goods. As a result, the increasingly important life cycle assessment is
positively influenced. Another advantage is that the selling company gets a cash payment from the
sale. Such goods are always sold to us without warranty, so the selling company has no responsibility regarding warranty, etc. With the decision to sell goods to us, you have made the decision to
do something good for the environment / sustainability.
We are delighted that we can assist you with our services.

Amikon GmbH

Phone: +49 (0) 2861 68 53 00

Einsteinstraße 8a

Fax:

46325 Borken

info@amikon.de
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+49 (0) 2861 68 53 090
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